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The Evolution of Packet Switching

Absmct-Over the past decade data communications has been revolutionized by a rpdicplly new technologycalledpacketswitching.
In
1968 virtunlly all interactive data communiution networks were ckcuitswitched,the same as thetelephonenetwork.Circuitswitching
networks p d o c a t e transmission bandwidth for an entire call or session. However, since interactive data WIC
occurs in short bursts 90
percentormoreofthisbandwidth
is wasted.Thus, as digital electronics beume inexpensive enough, it became dramatidly more
g
ocommunications networks, introcost-effective to completely &
ducing the concept of packet switching where the transmission bandwidth is dynamically allocated, permitting manyusers to share the same
transmission Line previously required foroneuser.Packetswitching
has been so successful, not only in improving the economics of data
communications but in enhancing reliability and functional flexibility
as well, that in 1978 virtualty all new data networksbeingbuilt
throughoutthe wodd are based on packetswitching. An openquestion at this time is how long wiU it take for voice communications to
be revolutionized as well by packet switching technology.
In order to
better understand both the past and future evolution of this fast moving technology, this paper examines in detail the history and trends of
packet switching.

A question remains, however. Will dynamic-allocation techniques like packet switching generally replace circuit switching
and other preallocation techniquesfor high-speed dataand
voice communication? The history of packet switching so far
indicates that further applications are inevitable. The following examination of the primarytechnological and economic
trade-offs involved in the growth of the packet switching communications industry should help to trace the development of
the technology toward these further applications.

EARLYHISTORY
Packet switching technology was not really an invention, but
areapplication
of the basic dynamic-allocationtechniques
used for over a century by the mail, telegraph, and tom paper
tape switchingsystems.A
packet switched network only allocates bandwidth when a block of data is ready to be sent,
and only enough for that one block to travel over one network
link at atime.Depending
on the nature of the datatraffic
being transferred, .the packet-switching approach is 3-100
HERE HAVE ALWAYS been twofundamentaland
competing approaches tocommunications: pre-alloca- times more efficient than preallocation techniques in reducing
tion and dynamic-allocation of transmission bandwidth. the wastage of available transmission bandwidth resources. To
both processing power and
The telephone, telex, and TWX networks are circuit-switched do this,packetsystemsrequire
systems, where a fixed bandwidth is preallocated for the dura- buffer storage resources at each switch in the network foreach
tion of a call. Most radio usage also involves preallocation of packet sent. The resulting economic tradeoff is simple: if lines
thespectrum,eitherpermanently
or for single call. On the are cheap, use circuitswitching; if computing is cheap, use
other hand, message, telegraph, and mail systems have histori- packet switching. Although today this seems obvious, before
cally operated by dynamically allocating bandwidths or space packet switchinghad been demonstrated technically and proven
along
after a message is received, one link ata time, never attempting economical, the tradeoff was never recognized,let
to schedule bandwidth over the whole source-to-destination analyzed.
In the early 196O’s, preallocation was so clearly the proven
path. Before the advent of computers, dynamic-allocation systems were necessarily limited to nonreal time communications, and accepted technique that no communications engineer ever
since many manual sorting and routingdecisions were required seriously considered reverting to what was considered an obsoalong the path of each message. However, the rapid advances lete technique, dynamic-allocation. Such techniques had been
in computertechnology over the last two decades have not only proven both uneconomic and unresponsive 20-80 years preremoved this limitation but have even made feasible dynamic- viously, so why reconsider them? The very fact that no great
allocation communications systems that &e superior to technological breakthrough was required to implement packet
preallocationsystemsin
connecttime, reliability, economy switching was another factor weighing against its acceptance
andflexibility.This
new communications technology, called by the engineering community.
What was required was the total reevaluation of the perfor“packet switching,” divides the inputflow of information into
mance and economics of dynamic-allocation systems, and their
small segments, or packets, of data which move through the
network in a manner similar to the handling of mail but at im- application to an entirely different task. Thus, it remained for
profesmensely higherspeeds.Although
the f m t packet-switching outsiders to the communications industry, computer
network was developed and tested less thanten years ago, sionals, to develop packet switching in response to a problem
packet systems already offer substantial economic and perfor- for which they needed a better answer: communicating data to
This has re- and from computers.
mance advantages over conventionalsystems.
sulted in rapid worldwide acceptance of packet switching for
THE PIONEERS
low-speed interactive datacommunicationsnetworks,both
public and private.
Rand
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The first published description of what we now call packet
switching was an 11-volume analysis, On Dism‘butedCommunications, prepared by Paul Baran of the Rand Corporation
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in August 1964 [ 1I . This study was conducted for the Air
Force, and it proposed a fully distributed packetswitching system to provide for alI military communications,data,and
voice. The study also included a totally digital microwave systemandintegrated
encryption capability. The Air Force’s
primary goal was to produce a totally survivable system that
contained no critical central components. Notonly was this
goal achieved by Rand’s proposedpacketswitchingsystem,
but even the economicsprojected
were superior,forboth
voice anddata transmissions. Unfortunately,the Air Force
took no follow-up action, and the report sat
largely ignored
for many years until packet switching was rediscovered and applied by others.

work was providing an important distribution service within
the laboratory [ 4 ] , [ 51. This project, plus the strong conviction and continued effort by those at NPL (Davies, Barber,
Scantlebury, Wilkinson, and Bartlett), did gradually have an
effect on the U.K. and much of Europe.
ARPA II

In January 1967, I joined ARPA and assumed the management of the computer researchprograms under its sponsorship. ARPA was sponsoring computer research at leading
universities and research labs in the U.S. These projects and
their computers provided an ideal environment for a pilot network project; consequently, during 1967 the ARPANET was
ARPA I
planned to link these computers together.
Also in the 1962-1 964 period, the Advanced Research ProThe plan was published in June 1967. The design consisted
jects Agency (ARPA), under the direction of J. C. R. Licklider of a packet switching network, using minicomputers at each
(currentlyat M.I.T.), sponsoredand substantially furthered computer site as the packet switches and interfacingdevice, inthe development of time-sharing computer systems.One of terconnected by leased lines. By coincidence, the first pubLicklider’s strong interests was to link these time-shared com- lished document on the ARPANET was also presented at the
puters together through a widespread computer network. Al- A.C.M. Symposium in Gatlinburg, TN, in October 1967 [61
though no actual work was done on the communication sys- along with the NPL plan. The major differences between the
tem atthattime,the
discussions and
interest
Licklider designs were the porposed net linespeeds, with NPL suggesting
spawned had an important motivating impact on the initiators 1.5 Mbit/s lines. The resulting discussions were one factor leadof the two first actual network projects: Donald Davies and ing to the ARPANET using 50-kbitls lines, rather than the
me.
lower speed lines previously planned 171.
As previously iridicated, the development of packet switchDuring 1968, request
a
for proposal was let for
the
ing was primarily the result of identifyingthe need for a ARPANET packet switching equipment and the operation of,
radicallynew communications system. Licklider’s strong in- the network. The RFP was awarded to Bolt Beranek and Newterest in andperception of theimportance of the problem man, Inc. (BBN) in Cambridge, MA, in January 1969. Signifencouraged many people in the computer field to consider it icant aspects of the network’s internaloperation,such
as
seriously for the first time. It was ingood part due t o this routing,flow control,software design, andnetworkcontrol
influence that Idecided,in
November 1964,thatcomputer
were developed by a BBN team consisting of FrankHeart,
networks were an important problem for which a new com- Robert Kahn, Severo Omstein, William Crowther, and David
munications
system
was required [2]. Evidently
Donald
Walden 181, [91, [ 101. By December 1969. four nodes of the
Davies of the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) in the United net had been installed and were operating effectively. The netKingdom had been seized by the same conviction, partially as work was expanded rapidly thereafterto support 23-host coma result of a seminar he sponsored in autumn 1965, which I puters by April 1971,62 hostsby June 1974, and 111 hosts by
attended with many M.I.T. Project MAC people.Thus,
the March 1977.
interest in creating a new communications system grew out of
The ARPANET utilized minicomputers at every node to be
the development of time-sharing and Licklider’s special inter- served by the network, interconnected in
afully distributed
est in the 1964-1 965 period.
fashionby50-kbitls
leased lines. Each minicomputertook
blocks of data from the computers and
terminals connected
National Physical Laboratory
to it, subdivided theminto128byte
packets, andadded a
Almost immediately after the 1965 meeting, Donald Davies header specifying destination and sourceaddresses; then, based
conceived of the details of a store-and-forward packet switch- on adynamically updatedrouting table, theminicomputer
ing system,and ina June 1966 description of his proposal sentthepacket
over whichever freeline was cunentlythe
coined the term “packet” t o describe the 128-byte blocks be- fastest route toward the destination. Upon receiving a packet,
ing moved around inside the network. Davies circulated his the next minicomputer would acknowledge it and repeat the
proposednetwork design throughoutthe U.K. in late1965
routing process independently. Thus, one important characand 1966. It
was only after this distribution that he discov- teristic of the ARPANET was its completely distributed, dyered Paul Baran’s 1964 report.
namic routing algorithm on a packet-by-packet basis, based on
The fmt open publication of the NPL proposal was in Oc- a continuous evaluation within the network of the least-delay
tober 1967 at the A.C.M. Symposium in Gatlinburg, TN [3]. paths, considering both lineavailability and queue lengths.
In nearly all respects, Davies’ original proposal, developed in
The technical andoperational success of the ARPANET
late 1965, was similar to the actual networks being built to- quickly demonstrated to a generally skeptical world that .dyday. His cost analysis showed strong economic advantages for namic-allocationtechniques-and
packet switching in particthe packet approach, and
by all rights, the proposal should ular-could be organized to provide anefficientand
highly
have ledquickly to a U.K. project. However, the communi- responsive interactive datacommunications
facility.
Fears
cations world was hardto convince, andfor several years, thatpackets would loop forever andthat very large buffer
nothing happened in the U.K. on the development of a multi- poolswouldbe
required were quickly allayed. Since the
node packet switching network.
ARPANET was public
a
project
connectingmany
major
Donald Davies was able, however, to initiate a local network universities and research institutions, the implementation and
with a single packet switch at theNPL. By 1973 this local net- performance details were widely published [ 11 I , [ 121, [ 131,

ROBERTS:
SWITCHING

OF PACKET

[ 141, [ 151. The work of Leonard Kleinrock and associates
at UCLA on the theory and measurement of the ARPANET
has been of particularimportance in providing a f i i theoretical and practical understanding of theperformance of
packet networks. (See “Principles and Lessons in Packet Communications” by L. Kleinrock, in this issue pp. 1320-1329.)
Packet switching was first demonstrated publicly at the first
International Conference on
Computer
Communications
(ICCC) in Washington, DC, in October 1972. Robert Kahn of
BBN organized thedemonstration.
He installeda complete
ARPANET node at the conference hotel, with about 40
active terminals permitting access to dozens of computers all
over the U.S. This public demonstration was for many, if
not most, of the ICCC attendees proof that packet switching
really worked.It
was difficult formany experienced professionals at that time to accept the fact that
a collection of
computers, wide-bandcircuits, andminicomputer switching
nodes-pieces of equipmenttotaling well over a hundredcould all function together reliably, but the ARPANET demonstration lasted forthree
days and clearly displayed its
reliable operation in public. The network provided ultra-reliable service to thousands of attendees during the entire length
of the conference.
The widespread publicitythe
ARPANET demonstration
earned contributed greatly to the task of introducing modem
dynamic-allocation
technology
to preallocation
a
trained
world. However, during the sameperiodin the early 1970’s
many other dynamic-allocation techniques were being developedandtested
in private networksthroughoutthe world.
Hopefully, the extensive publications on the ARPANET have
not oversold the particular variety of packet switching used in
this first major network experiment.

SZTA
The Societe Internationalede Telecommunications Aeronautiques (SITA) provides telecommunications for the international air carriers. In 1969 SITA began updating its design
by replacing the major nodesof its message switching network
with HighLevel Networknodes interconnected with voicegrade lines-organized to act like a packet switching network.
Incoming messages are subdivided into 24Gbyte packets and
are stored and forwarded along predetermined routes to the
destination. Prestored distributed tables provide for alternate
routes in theevent of line failures [ 161.
TYMNET

Also in 1969, a time sharing service bureau, Tymshare Corporation, started installing a network based on minicomputers
to connect asynchronous timesharing terminals to its central
computers. The network switches,which are interconnected
by voice-grade lines, store and forward from node to node data
characters for up to 20 calls packaged in 66-byte blocks. The
data is repackaged at each node into new blocks for the next
hop. Routing is not distributed, but is accomplished by a central supervisor on a call-by-call basis [ 17I .
CYCLADESICIGALE
In France the interest in packet switching networks grew
quickly during the early 1970’s. In 1973 the first hosts were
connected to the CYCLADES network, which links several
major computing
centers
throughout
France. The name
CYCLADES refers to both the communications subnet and
the host computers. The communications subnetwork, called
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CIGALE, only moves disconnected packets and delivers them
in whatever order they arrive without any knowledge or concept of messages, connections or flow control. Called a “datagram” packet facility, this concept has been widely promoted
by Louis Pouzin, the designer and organizer of CYCLADES.
Since a major part of the organization and control of the network is imbedded in the CYCLADES computers,the subnetwork, CIGALE, is not sufficient by itself. In fact, Pouzin
himself speaks of the network as “including” portions of the
hostcomputers.Thepacket
assembly and disassembly, sequence numbering, flow control, and virtual connection processing are all done by thehost.The
CYCLADES structure
provides agood testbed for trying out
various protocols, as
was its intent; but it requiresa more cooperative and coordinated set of hosts than is likely to exist in a public environment [ 181.

R CP
Another packet network experimentwas started in France at
about the same time by the French PTT Administration. This
network, called RCP (Reseaua Commutation parPaquets),
f i t became operational in 1974. By this timetheFrench
PTT had already decided to build the public packet network,
TRANSPAC, and RCP was utilizedprimarily as testbedfor
TRANSPAC. The design of RCP, directedby Remi Despres,
differed sharply from that of the other contemporary French
network, CYCLADES. Despres’ design was organized around
theconcept
of virtual connectionsratherthan
datagrams.
RCP’s character as a prototype public network may have been
a strong factor in this difference, since a virtual circuit service
is more directly marketable, not requiring substantial modifications to customers’ host computers. In any case, the RCP
design pioneered the incorporation of individually flow-controlled virtual circuits into the basic packet switching network
organization [ 191 .
EZN
Organized in 1971 and originally known as the COST I1 Project and later as the European Informatics Network (EIN) is a
multination-fundedEuropean research network.The project
director is Derek Barber of NPL, one of the original investigators of packet switching in the U.K. Given freedom from the
red tape of multinational funding,thisproject
would have
been one of the earliest pace-setters in packet networks in the
world. As it happened, however, EIN was not operational until 1976 [20], 1211.

Public Data Networks
The early packet networks were all private networks built
to demonstrate the technology and to serve a restricted p o p
dation of users. Besides those early networks already mentioned, which were the mostpublicprojects,
many private
corporations and service bureaus built their own private networks. Generally theseprivate networks did notmake provision for host computers at more than one location, and thus
their organization usually developed into a star network.
All these networks were the result of a basic economic transition, which occurred in 1969 [ 221 when the costof dynamicallocation switching fell below that of transmission lines. This
change made it economically advantageous to build a network
of some kind rather than to continue to use direct lines or the
circuit switched telephone network for interactive data communications. Universal regulatory conditions in all countries
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for the nationst o agree on a standarduser interface to thenetrestricted“commoncarriage”
to the governmentorgovernment-approved carriers, and thereby led to the development of works so that host computers would not have unique interfacUnlikemoststandards
activities,
manyprivatenetworksinstead
of acompetitivemarket
of ingjobs in eachcountry.
where there is almost no incentive to compromise and agree,
public networks.
adop
However, the extensive private network activity in the early carriers in separate countries can only benefit from the
1970’s encouraged some of these public carriers to make plans tion of a standard since it facilitates network interconnection
for buildingtheir own packetnetworks,although all public andpermits easier user attachment.To this endtheparties
networks and plans for future networks were based on preallo- concerned undertook a major effort, to agree on the host-netresult was an agreedprocationtechniquesuntilabout1973.
Many plans to provide work interfaceduring1975.The
public data service arose; some were even under way, like the tocol, CCITT Recommendation X.25, adopted in March 1976.
The X.25 protocol providesfor
the interleaving of data
German EDS system; but all were based on circuit switching
until that time. The shift in economics in the late 1960’s that blocks for up to 4095 virtual circuits (VC’s) on a single fullduplex leased line interface to the network, including all promadepacketswitchingmore
cost-effective, instigatedmore
rapid change in communications technology than had ever be- cedures for call setup and disconnection. A significant feature
of this interface, fromthe carriers’ point of view,is the inclusion
fore occurred.
of independent flow control on each VC; the flow control enThe established carriers and PTT’s took their time reacting
tothis newtechnology.TheUnitedKingdom
was the first ables the network (and the user)t o protect itself from congestion and overflow under all circumstances without having t o
country to announceapublicpacketnetworkthroughthe
slow down or stop more than one call at a time. In networks
British, Post Office’s plannedExperimentalPacketSwitched
Service (EPSS) [23]. Donald Davies’ 1966 briefigs with the like the ARPANET and CYCLADES which do not have this
BPO on packet switching clearly played a-strong role in the
capability, the network must depend on the host (or other netU.K.’s early commitment t o this new technology.
works in interconnect cases) t o insure that no user submits
In the UnitedStates the dominant carrier, American Tele- moredata t o thenetworkthanthenetwork
canhandle or
phoneand Telegraph(AT&T),evidenced
evenless interest deliver. The only defense the network has without individual
in packetswitching than many of the PTT’s in other counVC flow control is to shut off the entire host (or internet)
tries. AT&T anditsresearchorganization,
Bell Laboratories, interface. This, of course, can be disastrous t o the other users
have never to my knowledge published any research on packet communicating with the offending host or network.
switching.ARPAapproached
AT&T in theearly1970’s
to
Another critical aspect of X.25, not present in the proposals
see if ATLT would be interested in takingover the ARPANET foradatagraminterface,
is that X.25 defines interface stanand offering a public packet switched
service, but AT&T de- dards for both the host-to-network block transfer and the
conclined. However, theFederalCommunicationsCommission
trol of individual VC’s. Indatagramnetworks the VC inter(FCC), which regulates all communications carriers in the U.S., face is situated in the host computer; there can be, therefore,
was in the process of opening up portions of the communica- nonetworkenforcedstandardfor
labeling, sequencing, and
tions market t o competition. Bolt Beranek and Newman, the flowcontrolling VC’s. Thesenetworksare
in the author’s
primary contractorforthe
ARPANET, felt stronglythata
opinion, not salable as a public service since they must offer
public packet switched data communications was needed. The
individual terminal interfaces, as well as host interfaces, to proto sell these
FCC’s new policies encouraged competition, so BBN formed vide completehost-terminalcommunications;
Telenet Communications Corporation in late 1972. In Octointerfacesrequiresknowinghow
to interface to one
VC as
ber 1973 Telenet filed its request with the FCC for approval well as to a host.
The March 1976 agreement on X.25 and on virtual circuits
to become a carrier and to construct a public packet switched
network; six months later the FCC approved Telenet’s request. as the agreedtechniqueforpublicpacketnetworksmarked
(See “Legal, Commercial, and International Aspects of Packet the beginning of the second phase of packet switching: large
interconnected public service networks. In the two years since
Communications,” by S. L. Mathison in this issue, pp. 1527X.25 was adopted,manyadditionalstandards
have been
1539.)
In France in November 1973, the French PTT announced its agreed on as well, all patternedaround X.25. For example,
plans t o .build TRANSPAC, a major domestic packet network X.28 has been adopted as the standard asynchronous terminal
patterned after RCP [ 241 . The next year, in October 1974, the interface; X.29, a protocol used with X.25 t o specify the packTrans-CanadaTelephoneSystemannounced
DATAPAC, a etizing rules for the terminal handler, will be the host control
public packet network in Canada [ 251. Also during this pe- protocol. More recently X.75, the standard protocol for conriod,theNippon
TelegraphandTelephone
Corporation an- necting international networkshas been defmed.
nounced its plans to build a public packet switched data network in Japan [261.
Public Data Network Services
Thus, only four years after the building of the first experiCapitalizing on BBN’s ARPANET experience, TELENET inmentalnetworks,theconcept
of datacommunicationsnettroduced
the first public packet network
service in August 1975.
works began to move into the public arena. Still, the networks
were only planned and had yett o be built; most PTT’s and car- Initially TELENET consisted of seven multiply interconnected
riers adopted a wait and watch attitude toward these firstpub- nodes. By April 1978 the network had grown to 187 network
nodeswhichused
79packetswitches
to provide 156 U.S.
lic networks.
cities with local dial service to 180 host computers across the
INTERNATIONAL STANDARD1 ZATION AND ACCEPTANCE country,withinterconnections
to 14 other countries. Originally TELENET supported a virtual connection host interface
CCITT X.25
similar t o X.25. However, shortly after the specification was
With five independent publicpacketnetworks
under con- adopted, X.25 was introduced into TELENET as the preferred
struction in the 1974-1 975 period, there was strong incentive host interface protocol.
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In early 1977 both EPSS in the U.K. and DATAPAC in CanAlso, in the U.S., TYMNET
adaweredeclaredoperational.
was approved as a camer and began supplying public data services.EPSS, having been designed long before X.25
was specified, is not X.25 compatible, but the U.K. intends to provide
X.25 based packet service within the next year.
DATAPAC was X.25 based from the start of commercial service since the development was held until X.25 was approved.
UsingX.25 lines, DATAPAC andTELENETwereinterconnected in early 1978. This connection demonstrated the ease
of international network linking, once a common standard had
been established.
In France, TRANSPAC is due to become operational later
this year (1978); in Japan, the NTT packet network, DX-2,
shouldbecomeoperationalin
1978or1979.Asemipublic
network, EURONET, sponsored by nine European Common
Market Countries, is due t o become operational in late 1978 or
1979. Many other European countries, like Germany and Belgium, are making plans for public packet networks to start in
1979. These networks are all X.25 based and therefore should
be similar and compatible.

Datagrams versus VC’S
As part of thecontinuingevolution
of packetswitching,
controversialissuesaresure
to arise. Evenwithuniversal
adoption ofX.25 and the virtual circuit approach
by public
networksthroughoutthe
world,there is currentlyavocal
group of users requesting a datagram standard. The two
major benefits claimed for datagrams arereliability and efficiency
for transaction-type applications.
Reliability: It is claimed thatdatagrams providemore reliable access to a host when two or more access lines are used,
since any packet could take either route if a line were t o fail.
This reflects a true deficiency in X.25 as currently definedthe absence of a reconnect facility on the call request packet.
If, when a call is initiated, a code number for the callis placed
in the call request packet, the X.25 network (or host) cansave
the code number. If the line over which the call is placed fails,
the network simply places a new call request, marked as a reconnect, over another line and supplies theoriginal code number t o insure reconnection to the correct VC. Since packets
on each VC are sequence numbered, this reconnection can be
accomplished with no data loss and usually just as quickly as
rerouting of the packets in a datagram interface. If the networkuses VC‘s internally,thesamereconnectcapability
is
used t o insdre against connection failures.
Cost: It is often assumed that datagrams would be cheaper
for networks t o provide than packets on VC’s. However, the
cost of memory and switching have
fallen by a factor of 30
compared to transmission costs over the last nine years resulting in the overhead of datagram headers becoming a major cost
factor. A datagram packet or end-to-end acknowledgment requires about 25 bytes of packet header in addition to the actual data (0-128 bytes) whereas only 8 bytes of overhead are
required for similar packets on a virtual circuit. In the unique
case of a single packet call, the overheads are the same. For all
longer calls, datagram overhead adds 13-94 percent to the cost
of all transmission costs, both long haul and local. Originally,
this increase in transmission cost was more than offset by increased switch costs but with modem microprocessorswitches
very little of the increase is offset. Thus, with this radical shift
in economics, datagram packets are now more expensive than
VC packets.
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CONTINUINGTECHNOLOGICAL
CHANGE
A decadeagocomputershadbarelybecomeinexpensive
enough to make packet switching economically feasible; computers were still slow and small, forcing implementers
to invent all sorts of techniques to save buffers and minimize CPU
time. Computer technology has progressed to the point where
microcomputer systems have now been especially designed for
packet switching, and there is no shortage of memory or CPU
power.Thisdevelopmenthasbeen
partially responsiblefor
the shift from datagrams to virtual connections and has also
eliminated buffer allocation techniques (which cost transmission bandwidth to save memory). The modularity and computationalpower of today’smicroprocessorshasmade
it economical andpractical to provide protocol conversionfrom
X.25 t o any existing terminal protocol, polled or not.
As a result of these improvements, packet networks are r a p
idly becoming universal translators, connecting everything
to
everything else and supplying the speed, code, and protocol
As this trendcontinues,it
conversionswherevernecessary.
is almost certain that the techniques in use today w
lihave to
be continually changed to respond t o the changing economics
and usage patterns.
For example, one major change that will be required in the
next few years is an increase in the backbone trunk speed from
56 kbit/s to 1.544 Mbit/s (the speed of “TI” digital t m k s ) .
Both Paul Baran and Donald Davies in their original papers anticipated the use of T1 trunks, but present traffic demand has
notyetjustifiedtheir
use. As thetraffic doesjustifyT1
trunks, many aspects of network design will change by a corresponding order of magnitude. Packet networks have always
incorporated a delay in the 100-200 ms range. This delay has
so strongly affected both the system design and the choice of
applications that it is hard to remember which decisions d e
pended on thisdelay factor.
With T1 camer trunks, the transit delay in the net will drop
to around 10 ms plus propagation time requiring a complete
reexamination of network topology and processor
design issues. Thenumber of outstandingpacketsona2500
mile
trunk will increase from around 3 to 75, requiring extended
numbering,andperhaps,newacknowledgmenttechniques.
The user will be most strongly affected by a 10-30 ms net delay; his whole strategyof job organization may change.
Of course, there will be a significant price decrease accompanying this change. This, combined with the short delay, will
makemanynewapplications
attractive;remotejobentry
(RJE)andbulkdatatransferapplications
through public
will probably be economicallyandtechpacketnetworks
nically feasible, even before T1 trunks are introduced; but
if
not before, certainly afterwards, when the packet price reflects
the new trunk speed. Dynamic-allocation permits savings over
pre-allocation by a factor of four in line costs for RJE, and by
a factor of two for bulk data transfer. As the switch cost continues t o fall far morerapidlythanthelinecost,dynamicallocation techniques will be used for RJE, batch transfer and
even voice applications.

FUTURE
Packet Satellite
One change which will clearly occur in packet networks in
the next decade is the incorporation of broadcast satellite facilities. ARPA hassponsoredextensiveresearch
into packet
satellite techniques and, over
the past few years, has tested
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One important consequence would be the useofasimple
these techniques between the
U.S. andEngland.(See ‘ ‘ e n packet radio system inside buildings
to permit wireless comI. M. Jacobs,R.
eralPurposePacketSatelliteNetworks”by
Binder, and E. Hoversten iir this issue, pp. 1448-1467.) Fun- munication for all sorts of devices. Clearly, as electronic delow-power
damentally,asatelliteprovidesabroadcastmediawhich,
if vices multiplythroughoutthehomeandoffice,
all these devices to communicate
properlyused,canprovideconsiderable
g a i n s in the full packet radio would permit
the
statistical utilization of the satellite’s capacity. Using ARPA’s amongthemselves andwithsimilardevicesthroughout
world via a master station tiedinto a public data network.
techniques, a single wideband channel (1.5 Mbitls-60 Mbit/s)
on a satellite provides an extremely economical way to interVoice
connect high bandwidth nodes within a packet network.
With the current cost of ground stations ($150K-$300K),it
Theeconomicadvantage
of dynamic-allocationoverpreappears to be marginally economic to install separate private
allocation wil soon become so fundamental and clear in all
ground stations at major nodes of a domestic packet network
areas of communications, including voice, that itis not hard to
rather than to lease portions of commercialground stations projectthe sameradical transition of technology will occur
andtrunkthedata
to the packetnetwork nodes.However,
in voice communications gS has occurred in data communicaeither way, the cost of ground station facilities are such that
tions.
the use of satellites only becomes economic compared to land
Digitized voice, no matter what the digitization rate, can be
lines when the aggregatedataflowexceeds
about 100 pack- compressed by a factor of three or more by packet switching
ets/s (100 kbitls) t o and from a node or city. Furthermore,
is onlyspeaking
since in normalconversationeachspeaker
satellite transmission has an inherent one-way delay of 270 ms; one third of the time. Since interactive data traffic typically
therefore, the packet traffic must logically be divided between can be compressedbya factor of 15, voiceclearlybenefits
twoprioritygroups-interactiveandbatch.Onlybatchtrafdata. This is
far less frompacketswitchingthaninteractive
fic can presently be considered for satellites, since the 270 ms the reasonwhypacketswitching
was first applied to data
at least if communications.
delay is unacceptableforinteractiveapplications,
However,
modem
electronics
is quickly
anyotheroptionsare
available, even atasomewhathigher
eliminating any cost difference between packet switches and
price. With current economics, the long-haullandline
fa- circuit switches, and thus packet switching can clearly provide
cilities only add about $O.SO/hr t o the price of interactive data a factor of three cost reduction in the transmission costs ascalls, which is far too little a cost to encourage the acceptance sociated with switched voiceservice.
of slower service. Therefore, interactive service will almost alProbablythere w
l
i bemanyproposals,and
even systems
ways require ground line facilities in addition to satellite fa- built,usingsomeform
of dynamic-allocation otherthan
cilities at all network nodes.
packetswitchingduring the period of transition.Themost
This introduces another factor that limits the potential sat- likely variant design would be a packetized voice system that
ellite traffic: land lines can easily carry 10-25 percent batch
does not utilize sum checks or flow control.
Of course, this
traffic at a lower priority,
usingadualqueue,
without any
would be just a packet switch with those options disabled. If
significantincrease in cost.Further,
if ground lines are re- the similarity to present packet switching werenot recognized,
quired and satellite facilities are optional, the full cost for the
the packetized voice system might be built without providing
satellitecapability,mustbecomparedwith
the incremental these essential capabilities and would be useless for data trafcost of simply expanding the land line facilities. All these fac- fic. However, theobvioussolution
would be anintegrated
tors considered, it is probable that satellites will be used by
packet switching network that provides both voice and data
public data networks within
the next five years for transmis- services.
sions between major nodal points, but that ground
facilities
On further consideration, it becomes apparent that the flow
will be usedexclusively
for transmissionsbetweensmaller
control feature ofpacketswitchingnetworkscanprovidea
nodes.
substantialcostreductionforvoicesystems.Flowcontrol
feedback,
applied
tothe
voice digitizers decreases their
output rate when the network line becomes momentarily overPacket Radio
loaded; as a result, peak channel capacity required. by users
can be significantly reduced.
Since local distribution is byfarthemostexpensiveporIn short, packet switching seems ideally suitedto bothvoice
tion of a communications network, ground radio techniques
are of considerable interest to the extent that they can
replace and data transmissions. The transition to packet switching for
wire for local distribution. Packet radio is another area where the public data network
has taken a decade, and still is not
vicomplete; many PTT’s and carriers have not accepted its
ARPA hasbeensponsoringresearch
in applyingdynamicallocationtechniques.
The basic concept inpacketradio
is ability. Given the hugefixedinvestmentinvoiceequipment in place today, the transition to voice switching may be
to share one wide bandwidth channel among many stations,
each of which only transmits in short bursts when it has real considerably slower and more difficult. There is no way, howdata to send. (See “Advances in Packet Radio Technology” by ever, to stop it from happening.
R. E. Kahn et al., in thisissue,pp. 1468-1496.) This technique
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